
Swedish Perspectives on the Green Transition, Presentation and 

Lunch – Report 

Agenda for event: 

12pm – 12:45pm: Presentation by Deputy Head of Swedish Mission, Per Linnér 

12:45pm – 1pm: Q&A from the audience 

1pm – 2pm: Lunch and casual conversation with Deputy Head Linnér 

Report on event by Dr Naoise McDonagh of the Institute for International Trade 

Deputy Head of Mission Per Linnér provided a presentation titled ‘Swedish Perspectives on 

the EU’s Green Transition’. The presentation first provided an overview of the key forces 

driving Sweden’s political positioning and policy-making on green economy development, 

noting the powerful societal and grassroots origins of Swedish environmentalism that is 

energised by a strong sense of urgency to resolve climate change. This has a powerful 

impact on Swedish politics, resulting in a highly pro-green policy political environment. 

He then addressed the security dimensions raised by green policies, particularly around 

reliance on fossil fuel imports from authoritarian states such as Russia, and that this played 

an important modifying effect on Swedish policy thinking, particularly around issues such 

as the role of nuclear energy, and renewable energy production. Following that, Mr Linnér 

discussed how the Swedish government viewed the green transition as a significant 

economic opportunity to lead in new technologies and sectors, noting the rise of green steel 

production as one notable example. Here, he outlined how the Swedish government wanted 

the private sector to play a driving role in ensuring commercial and technological 

developments had a sound market basis. He acknowledged concerns that green policy could 

be used by vested interests for protectionist reasons, and that Sweden sought to avoid that 

outcome. 

Lastly he related EU-wide developments to Sweden’s perspective, and indicated Swedish 

support for the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism, a contentious new policy that 

involves taxing carbon in high-carbon imports at the border of the EU common market. 

While some have suggested this is fundamentally protectionist, Mr Linnér argued that such 

unilateral action was needed, given the great difficulties in securing multilateral agreements. 

He also made the case that the CBAM was not protectionist, as it would apply equally to EU 

products, since producers within the block must also pay for carbon emissions. 

As Mr Linnér finished his talk there was 15minutes of highly engaged Q&A from the 

audience. Students were particularly interested in the dynamics generated by 27 member 

states taking different positions on green policy. Lunch and further light conversation 

between attendees and Mr Linnér followed the Q&A. 



CRICOS 00123M 

DATE: Wednesday, 30th March 2022  
TIME:  12.00pm – 1.00pm - event 

1.00pm – 2.00pm - lunch 
VENUE: Room 7.06 | Level 7 | 10 Pulteney St – Nexus Building 

You are cordially invited to an international trade event hosted by the 
Institute for International Trade, with special guest Per Linnér, Deputy Head 

of Mission, Swedish Embassy. 

The EU is leading the world in developing a tax on carbon dioxide as part of its response to climate 
change. Known as a Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) the tax is aimed at driving 
down emissions in the production of high-emitting industrial products initially, before broader 
application. The EU’s CBAM is part of its wider plan for implementing a green transition across 
the block’s economy. Other nations are also seeking ways to decarbonize international trade and 
will be closely watching the EU’s approach. The ‘Green Transition’ in international trade has 
economic implications for every country, including Australia, as well as for all aspects of 
international business. Sweden is a member nation of the EU. Deputy Head of the Swedish 
diplomatic mission to Australia, Per Linnér, will provide a Swedish perspective on this critical 
issue, with an opportunity for Q&A. Lunch will also be provided on the day.

Please reply no later than Wednesday, 23rd March 2022 via email to:  lydia.jaloshin@adelaide.edu.au 

Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence in International 
Trade and Global Affairs 

‘Swedish Perspectives on the EU’s Green 
Transition’
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